For UMBC MA TESOL AND ELI TESOL Students:

ELI Internship Form

Submit this form and a copy of your internship proposal to:

Ryan Sheldon, the ELI’s Academic Director

(sheldo1@umbc.edu).

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Internship required for: ___________________________

MA TESOL Course* (which one): ___________________________

ELI TESOL Training Course: ELCA 699 TESOL Training Course

Other: ____________________________________________

*As part of this internship, we ask that you provide ELI a copy of your internship proposal and “final reflections report.”

Please briefly describe your area of interest and your goals for an internship at the ELI. Also indicate any special requests that you may have (i.e. scheduling or other details).

Goals to learn as a teacher:

Goals to learn for students: